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Abstract. The role of high-speedsolarwind streamsin drivingrelativisticelectronacceleration
within the Earth'smagnetosphere
duringsolaractivityminimumconditionshasbeenwell documented.The risingphaseof the new solaractivitycycle(cycle23) commenced
in 1996,andthere
haverecentlybeena numberof coronalmassejections(CMEs) andrelated"magneticclouds"at 1
AU. As theseCME/cloud systemsinteractwith the Earth'smagnetosphere,
someeventsproduce
substantial
enhancements
in the magnetospheric
energeticparticlepopulationwhile othersdo not.
This papercomparesandcontrasts
relativisticelectronsignatures
observedby the POLAR,
SAMPEX, Highly Elliptical Orbit, andgeostationary
orbitspacecraftduringtwo magneticcloud
events:May 27-29, 1996, andJanuary10-11, 1997.Sequences
wereobservedin eachcasein
whichthe interplanetary
magneticfield wasfirst stronglysouthwardandthenrotatednorthward.In
bothcases,therewerelargesolarwinddensityenhancements
towardtheendof thecloudpassage
at
1 AU. Strongenergeticelectronacceleration
wasobservedin theJanuaryevent,but not in theMay
event.The relativegeoeffectiveness
for thesetwo casesis assessed,
andit is concludedthatlarge
inducedelectricfields(9B/9t)causedin situacceleration
of electrons
throughout
theouterradiation
zoneduringthe January1997 event.

1. Introduction

The Sun is increasingly likely to expel large clouds of
material (called coronal mass ejections (CMEs)) during the
peak of its 11-year activity cycle. These can move outward
from the Sun with speedsin excess of 1000 krn/s [Kahler,
1992]. The shock waves preceding such plasma structures
can accelerate interplanetary particles to high energies,
sometimes up to several hundred million electron volts
(MeV). If the shockwaves and "magnetic clouds" associated
with CMEs strike the Earth's magnetosphere,they can initiate major geomagnetic storms that can disrupt power systems, degradecommunication links, and increase the probability of anomalousbehavior of operational spacecrafton
which our society increasingly relies [e.g., Baker, 1996; see
also http://www-istp.gsfc.nasa.gov/istp.newsletter.html/].
The appreciationof CMEs as the agents of such substantial
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solar disturbancesof geospace has come about in the past
few years: This "paradigm" shift has had a far-reaching impact on how we think about solar-terrestrial relationships
[e.g., Gosling, 1993].
The International Solar-Terrestrial Physics (ISTP) program
has put into place a large array of spacecraftand ground facilities for studying the space environment [e.g., Acura et
al., 1995]. The observational resourcesoffered by ISTP attained a rather complete configuration with the launch of
POLAR in February 1996. The Sun reachedits minimum sunspot activity in mid-1996 and began to exhibit characteristics of the new activity cycle (E. Hildner, private communication, 1997). Consequently, several CMEs have been observed on the Sun which subsequentlyreachedthe Earth's vicinity. In this paper, we examine two such CMEs and we
consider the "geoeffectiveness" of their interaction with
Earth's magnetosphere. In particular, the efficiency of relativistic electron acceleration in the outer magnetospheredue

to the CMEs is reportedhere. Suchaccelerationis assessed
in the context of another mode of solar wind-magnetosphere
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High-speed solar wind streams originate in solar coronal
holes [Feldman et al., 1978]. Generally, transequatorialcoronal holes are well developed in the declining phase of the
solar cycle (rather than right at sunspot minimum). Longterm observations in the outer magnetosphere (at L-6.6)
17,279
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have demonstratedthat energeticelectronfluxes are strongly
modulatedby solar wind streams[Baker et al., 1986]. Lowerenergy (5 300 keV) particle fluxes track the solar wind
variations quite closely and, as illustrated by Figure 1, appear to be the direct product of magnetosphericsubstormactivity [see Baker et al., 1978; Nishida, 1983, and references
therein]. Higher-energy (_>300 keV)particle fluxes in the
outer trapping regions (L=4~7) are also modulatedby the solar wind streams,but peak fluxes are typically delayed relative to substorm-relatedenhancements(see Figure 1). The
highest-energy magnetospheric electrons show strong recurrence tendencies at the 27-day rotation period of the Sun
[Williams, 1966; Paulikas and Blake, 1979] and are closely
related to "recurrent" geomagnetic storms [Baker et al.,
1997a].
On the basis of recent observations, it is concluded that

even during near-minimum solar conditions (sunspot minimum) there are discernible coronal source regions and resultant solar wind streamswhich can produceintense magnetospheric particle acceleration. Plate 1 summarizes electron
counting rate data for the 2-6 MeV energy range using the
Solar, Anomalous, and Magnetospheric Particle Explorer
(SAMPEX). It shows that long-lasting electron events in
late-March 1996 and again in April 1996 were closely related in time to high-speed (V _> 600 km/s) solar wind
streams[Baker et al., 1997a]. In May, June, and July the solar wind speedwas quite low, and the radiation belts became
very weak. From August and into October 1996 there were
again numerous high-speed stream events. By late 1996,
however, the magnetospherehad become rather quiet, and

dtiringNovemberandDecember
1996 therewasonly one
brief instance of solar wind speedabove ~600 krn/s. Notably, the period of mid- to late-January 1997 producedanIntense

Substorms
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/j••
\

other large electron counting rate enhancement in the
SAMPEX

2.2

data which

High-Energy

Observations

will be discussed here.

Electron

as in Plate

Acceleration

1 indicate

that relativistic

elec-

trons increasein measuredcounting rate, often by a factor of
10 or more, throughoutmuch of the outer magnetosphereon
a timescaleof order 1 day even during rather weak recurrent
geomagneticstorm activity [Baker et al., 1997a; Blakeet al.,
1997]. Abrupt count rate enhancementsoccur in the outer
magnetosphere,as well as at low L shells, deep within the
magnetosphericcavity. Geomagnetic activity is controlled
by the solar wind speed and by the interplanetary magnetic
field (IMF) orientation [e.g., Nishida, 1983]. The combina-

tionof highVsw andstrong(southward)
IMF drivesintense
substormactivity. This producescopious quantitiesof energetic electronsin the energy range 30~300 keV [Baker et al.,
1978]. As a second step in the electron acceleration sequence,Baker et al. [1997b] noted that the highest-energy
electrons and the hardest spectra occur some days after the
substorm activity peaks. Thus the outer zone magnetospheric electronsbehave in a quite coherentway. This coherenceis manifestedspatially, temporally, and spectrally.
On the basis of previous observations, an acceleration sequencecan be summarizedas in Figure 2. The solid line
shows the spectrally soft enhancementwhich is a prompt

response
to an increaseof Vsw.The dashed
line showsthe
spectralhardeningas the solar wind speeddecreases.The intense relativistic electron population appearssome days after the leading edge of the solar wind streamhas passedthe
Earth. Thus the highest relativistic electron flux is seen

throughout
the outerzonewhenVsw is decreasing.
Although substorm disturbances provide an important
seed populationof energeticelectronsneeded for major relativistic electronevents [Baker et al., 1997b],it apparentlyis
the further extraction of energy from the solar wind stream
as it buffets the magnetospherethat ultimately producesthe
higher-energy electron population [see Blake et al., 1997].
The mechanismthat takes the lower-energy seedpopulation
and converts many of these subrelativistic electrons to
highly relativistic particles has not yet been fully understood [see Li et al., 1997b).

Strong
Relativistic

i•, Electron
Acceleration
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/
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2.3

CME-Generated

Storms

In contrast to recurrent storms, large nonrecurrent geomagneticstormsdevelop at Earth as a result of such aperiodic solar

events

as the CMEs

discussed above

which

are

normally associatedwith eruptive prominencesand other solar disturbances.It is sometimes,but certainly not always,
found that the leading edges of CMEs are moving outward
~ I Day
from the Sun at a speedmuch higher than that of the normal
ß
I
solar wind [see Burlaga, 1995]. Thus such fast CMEs can
TIME
move rapidly through the ambient plasma of the heliosphere.Their outward motion can lead to great distortion of
Figure 1. A schematic (adaptedfrom Hruska and Hruska the IMF and, given a sufficiently high relative speed, CMEs
[1989]) showinga typical high-speedsolar wind (V)profile
can be drivers for strong interplanetary shock waves. The
(solid curve) and the associatedinterplanetary magnetic field
field
compressionand draping aheadof the magnetic clouds
(IMF) profile (dashedcurve). The combination of high B and
large V at the leading edge of the stream can drive strong causedby CMEs often leads to stronger than normal magsubstormactivity (especiallyif the z componentof the IMF netic fields at the leading edge of the structureand the high
is negative). In the time period of declining V, there is plasma flow velocity can producea geomagnetic storm and
strong accelerationof relativistic magnetosphericelectrons. particle acceleration due to a large magnetosphericfield
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Plate 1. (top) A color-codedplot of 2-6 MeV electroncountingrates as a function of the magnetic-shell (L) parameter. Data are shown as the logarithmof counts/s(as shownby the color bar) from day 1 of 1996 to the end of January
1997). (bottom) The hourly average of the solar wind speedmeasuredby the SWE investigation onboard the WIND
spacecraft.A general associationof high energy electronsfor 3<_L<_7
with high solar wind speed(V_>500 kin/s) is demonstrated.

compression and distortion. CME events observed recently [Leppinget al., 1995] properties.The top panel of Figure 3a
have not had particularly high speeds.However, when com- shows the IMF magnitude (B)in nanoteslas, while the secpared to recurrentsolar wind streamevents that have charac- ond panel from the top shows the north-southIMF compoterized the solar minimum, these recent CME/cloud events

nent(Bz) for the sameperiod.Therewasa distinctive
in-

provide a contrastingview of how magnetosphericelectrons
may be rapidly accelerated.

creasein B at -1400 UT on May 27. At this same time, the

Bz component
wentabruptly
andstronglynegative.
Forthe
subsequent
40 hoursor so, the IMF magnituderemainedhigh

3. CME/Magnetic Cloud Observations
Data are presentedhere for two magnetic cloud (CMErelated) events. The interplanetary measurementsand the
magnetosphericresponseswill be comparedand contrasted
using a wide range of data sets.Despitethe apparentsimilarity of the two cases,their effectivenessin acceleratinghighenergy electronsis found to be strikinglydifferent.
3.1

Case 1: May

27-29,

1996

Figure 3a shows interplanetary data from the WIND
spacecraft(data courtesyof K. Ogilvie and R. Lepping) for
May 26 throughMay 29, 1996. WIND was upstreamof the
Earth's bow shockthroughoutand provided a continuousrecord of the solar wind [Ogilvie et al., 1995] and IMF

andtheBz component
slowlyandsystematically
rotated
toward being strongly northward. By-1200 UT on May 29,
following several strongfield fluctuations,the value of B re-

turnedto low values(B 5 5 nT) andBz returned
to values
near zero. The period May 27 (1400 UT) to May 29 (1200
UT) was identified as a magnetic cloud interval (seeBurlaga
[1995] for a generaldiscussionof magneticclouds).
The solar wind speed(V) and numberdensity (n) shown,
respectively,in the two bottom panels of Figure 3a demonstrate that the bulk speedof the cloud plasma was not any
higher than the ambient solar wind (-400 kin/s), but the

densitywasrelativelyhigh (>10 cm-3).Thevalueof n increasedprogressively throughout the cloud passage and

reached
a peakvalueof -60 cm-3 nearthe endof the cloud
interval.

17,282
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Plate 2. Color-codedglobal maps of the >1.0 MeV electroncounting rates measuredby SAMPEX. Data are projected
onto a globalgeographicgrid and the log of counts/sare color-codedas shownby the colorbars.(a) to (c) cover days
148 to 150 of 1996 and (cl) to (f) cover days 8 to 10 of 1997.
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Plate 3. Color spectrogramsand orbital information for the POLAR/HIST instrument for 0900-1600 UT on May 27,
1996. The middle panel shows angle-time information for electronswith E = 0.73 +_0.06 MeV. The top panel shows
an energy-time spectrogramfor the same period. The bottom panel shows the magnetic local time (MLT), magnetic
latitude(MLat), and L value for the POLAR spacecraft.

There are several available indicators of the strength of ous magneticindices such as A U, AL, and Dst [see Mayaud,
solar wind energy input to the magnetosphere.Among these 1980]. Yet a further measureof magnetosphericresponse to
solar wind driving is the level and variability of energetic
indicators
is the energy"coupling
parameter",
œ[=VB2œo2
sin4(O/2)]
devised
byPerreault
andAkasofu
[1978].In this particles at geostationary orbit [e.g., Baker et al., 1978].
formula,œo=7 RE (a constant)and O is the clock angle Figure 4a shows all of these parameters for May 26-29,
made betweenthe IMF and the Earth's magnetic dipole. An- 1996.
othermeasure
of geomagnetic
response
is provided
by variThe top panel of Figure 4a demonstratesthat on May 26
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Plate 4. (top) A comparisonof SAMPEX countingrates (counts/s)and severalother spacecraftfor high energy electrons measuredduring January 1997. (bottom) POLAR/HIST, HEO, and LANL geostationary data. The POLAR data are
for electronswith energiesE>1.44 MeV and are shownas counts/s.The HEO data (E>l.5 MeV) are presentedin terms

of fluence
(rads/day).
TheLANL dataareforenergies
E>l.5 MeV andarepresented
at electrons/(cm2-s-sr).
All datasets
tend to track one another showing the global coherenceof relativistic electron events with a rapid flux enhancement
on January 10.
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-1600 UT on May 28. During this period, especiallylate on
May 27, the CANOPUS provisional A U and AL parameters
•
•
[see Rostoker et al., 1995b] showed substantial activity.
(Note that occasionaldata gapsoccurin the CANOPUS AL or
::3 10 TM
Jmes
withHighVsw
.A U indices when high-confidencevalues are not available).
Substorm electrojet activity of several hundred nanotesla
• 108
•
\
Relativistic
Electron
levelswas frequentlyrecorded.The third panel from the top
presentsthe preliminary Dst data for this period and shows
(D 108
r'•
only a weak ring current development(Dst =-30 nT) when œ
•
•
Times With
was at its maximum value. Finally, the lower two panels of
Figure 4a show the mediumenergy electron (50 5 E 5 225
c3 10 4
keV) and proton (50 <_E_< 250 keV) fluxes measuredonboard
S/C 1994-084 at geostationaryorbit [see Reeveset al., 1998,
J:: 10 2
and referencestherein]. Several relatively weak and energydispersive flux enhancements(both electron and proton)
10 ø
were seen at geostationaryorbit during the cloud passage.
10 '3
10-2
10 '4
10ø
104
102
An important question about interplanetary disturbances,
ElectronEnergy (MeV)
as discussedin the prior section, is how efficiently the disturbance accelerateshigh-energy magnetosphericparticles.
Figure 2. A schematic
representation
of the electronphase Figure 5a shows the daily-averagefluxes of 2-6 MeV elecspace density variations seen during recurrentsolar wind
trons measuredby SAMPEX at low-Earth orbit. The data
streamevents. The outer zone energeticelectron spectrum
systematicallyshifts duringthe time that solar wind speed have been sortedaccordingto L value and are plotted for the
peaksandthen subsides.
Substorms
initially producemany broad interval extendingfrom day 140 (May 19) throughday
relativelylow energyelectrons,
someof whichsubsequently159 (June 7) of 1996. The magnetic cloud interval (days
147-150) is delineatedby the vertical dashedlines. It is not
get boostedto higher energies.
evident at this temporal resolution that the magnetic cloud
had any discernibleimpact on the flux levels of these multiand27, œwas well belowthe level (œ=1011W)
of typical MeV electronsfor 2 <_L <_5. A slight modulationof the flux
substorm
activity[Perreaultand Akasofu,1978]prior to the might have been presentnear L=6.
arrival of the magnetic cloud. With the cloud's arrival, œ
A moreglobalrepresentation
of SAMPEXdataduringthe
roseabruptlyto ~3x101•Wandstayedabove10•W until cloudintervalis shownin Plate 2a-2c. Thesedaily plots of
10 TM
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Figure3. (a) TheIMF magnitude
(B) andnorth-south
(Bz)component
alongwiththesolarwindspeed(V) anddensity
(n) for May 26-29, 1996. The "magneticcloud" intervalextendedfrom 1400 UT on May 27 to 1200 UT on May 29.
(b) The samequantitiesfor the periodJanuary9-11, 1997. The cloud interval in this case was 0100 on January 10 to
~0800 UT on January 11.
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particle
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cloudperiods:
(a) May26-29,1996and(b) January
9-11,1997.TheAU
andAL valuesarecomputed
only fromthe CANOPUS
chainof magnetometers.
Theelectronfluxesarein the energy
ranges
50-75,75-105,105-150,and150-225keV. Protonchannels
coversimilarenergies.
Theparticlefluxesarein
unitsof (cm2-s-sr-keV)
-].

seen in the outer zone (L=4-7). Trapped ("pancake")pitch
disturbanceswere indicatedby the high intensities of electrons (broadly) seen at roll angles near 0ø and 180ø. The
large "losscones"are evidentfor the trappedparticledistributions and show up as diagonal bands of depletedflux.
MeV electrons.
These flux minima trace out the local magnetic field direcThe POLAR spacecraft,launchedin February 1996, made tion, as seen by the POLAR magnetometer(data not shown
repeatedcuts through the radiation belts on its -17.5-hour, here). The moderate-energyelectrons seen in Plate 3 were
high-inclination orbit. During late May 1996, the orbit apparently produced,in part, by the substormactivity displane was in the 0900-2100 LT meridian and POLAR cut cussedabove for this case, but there was clearly a populathrough L values >_2.5. Plate 3 shows a High-Sensitivity tion of energeticelectronspresentthroughoutthe outer zone
Telescope(HIST)color spectrogramfor the period 0900 to prior to the cloud's arrival (i.e., from 0930 to -1300 UT).
The flux versusL for various energy ranges for the rele1600 UT on May 27, 1996. HIST coversthe electron energy
range-0. l to -10 MeV and is part of the POLAR Compre- vant POLAR passesthrough the radiation belts can be comhensive Energetic Particle Pitch Angle Distribution pared as a function of time. Figure 6a shows HIST channel
(CEPPAD) investigation [Blakeet al., 1995]. The top panel 10 (1.9-2.9 MeV)electron differential fluxes versusL for
of Plate 3 is a color-coded energy-time spectrogram. The cuts that occurredfrom May 26 (-0200-1800 UT) through
flux of electronsis indicated by the color bar to the right of May 29 (-1800 UT). Each succeedingcut is offset by a facthe panel. The secondpanel of Plate 3 shows "roll-angle" tor of 10 from the previouspassin order to allow clear plotversustime where fluxes are again color-coded,in this case ting of each profile. Each profile has the day/UT of the start
for energiesat 0.73 + 0.06 MeV. The particle distributionis of the L cut. It is evident from the data in Figure 6a that the
plotted for angles that are reckonedfrom the ecliptic-plane magneticcloud interval (1400 UT on May 27 to 1200 UT on
(ascendingnode) as POLAR executesits "cartwheel" rotation May 29) did not change the radial flux profiles dramatically
in the orbital plane. The lowest panel in Plate 3 shows L, compared to the "precloud" levels (although some modest
LT, and magnetic latitude (as labeled) for the POLAR orbit changes were seen orbit to orbit). The last cut on May 29
during this time.
showedquite a drop in flux at the inner edge of the outer
the POLAR outboundpasstowardthe rightin Plate 3 oc- belt (L <_ 3.5).
the electron counting rate for E>I MeV are projected as a
global map for days 148, 149, and 150 (May 27-29). Very
little difference is evident from one day to the next, therefore substantiating the point also made in Figure 5a that
this magnetic cloud was not effective at producing multi-

curredduringthe time (-1400 UT)that the leadingportion 3.2
of the magneticcloudpassedover the Earth(seeFigure3a).

TheIMFBz wasturning
southward
andsubstorm
activity
was

Case 2. January 10-11, 1997

Figure3b is analogous
to Figure3a andshowsthe inter-

conditions
for January
9-11, 1997.Themagnetic
strong.Largefluxesof relativelylow energyelectronswere planetary
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Figure 5. (a) L-sortedelectronfluxes measuredat low altitudesby SAMPEX instrumentation(2-6 MeV). Data are
shownfor days 140-159of 1996 (May 19 to June7). No significantelectronincreasewas seenduringthe magnetic
cloudinterval(shownby the verticaldashedlines). (b) Similarto (Figure5a) but for days 1-21 (January1-21) of 1997.
In this casea strongelectronenhancements
occurredduringthe cloudinterval.

cloud event in this case extended from -0100 UT on January exceptionallyhigh for solar wind bulk flow speed.However,

10 through-0600 UT on January11. In the centralpart of

towardthe end of the cloud passage,the flow speedwent up
to between500 and 600 km/s. This was a "compound"event
in which the magneticcloud was being overtakenby a recurriod,Bz wentfrom--15 nT(i.e.,theIMF wasalmost
exclu- rent high-speedsolar wind stream (L. Burlaga, private comsively southward)to -+15 nT. Towardthe end of the cloud munication, 1997). Thus the high-speedflows following the
passage,
Bz wasover+20 nT, andBreached
exceptionallycloudpassagewere more characteristicof typical streaminteraction events. Perhapsthe most notable signatureassocihigh values (>_25 nT).
The bottom two panels of Figure 3b show that V within ated with this whole event was seen in the solar wind denthe cloud interval was in the range of 400-450 km/s - not sity profile (bottom panel): Around 0200 UT on January 1 1,
the cloud (-0900 - 2400 UT on January 10), the IMF magnitude was remarkablysteadyat B-15 nT. During this time pe-
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Figure 6. (top) Flux versusL value for electronswith 1.9<E_<2.9MeVduringthe periodMay 26-29, 1996. Data are
from the POLAR/HIST sensor.Eachsucceeding
curveis offsetupwardby a factorof 10 from the precedingcurve.Little
substantialchangeoccurredin the sequenceuntil the last cut on May 29. (bottom)A similar set of data for January711, 1997. A large changein electronintensitiesfor L>3.5 occurredbetween-0900 UT on January10 and -0200 UT on
January 11 in associationwith the magnetic cloud passage.

thenumber
density
brieflywentupto nearly200 cm-3. This diation belt), the January10-11 cloud had a much more sighigh densitypreceded
the highestvaluesof B notedabove. nificant effect. Figure 5b shows 3 weeks (January1-21) of

Suchhighsolarwinddensities,
speeds,
andIMF strengths2-6 MeV electron measurements
from SAMPEX. In analogy
couldeachindividually
causesignificant
magnetospheric
re- with Figure 5a, the data shownare sortedaccordingto L (2.5
sponses;
in combination,
onewouldexpectevenmorepro- to 6). From L=4 to L=6, the electron fluxes rose quite
nounced effects.

abruptlyand distinctivelyby at least a factor of 100 during

Figure4b showssomeof the magnetospheric
conse- the cloud passageinterval. After the cloud passage,the flux
quences
of thecloudpassage.
Thedataareanalogous
to Fig- levels at L=4 and L=5 stayedhigh (and nearly flat) for more
ure4a.Notethatœwasmuchhigherin thiscasecompared
to than 10 days.
case1. Earlyon January10, e wentup to -2x1012W, andit
The natureof the relativistic electron flux change at low
stayedwell above 101•W for muchof the cloudinterval. altitude for this caseis illustratedby the global mapsof E> 1
Suchstrongenergycouplingto the magnetosphere
obvi- MeV electrons from SAMPEX. Plates 2d-2f show the northouslydrovestronggeomagnetic
activity.The CANOPUS
AU ern hemisphereprojections for January 8-10 (in analogy
andAL indices
showed
powerful
enhancements
through
most with May 27-29 in Plates 2a-2c). It is seen that on January
of January10 andALreached
nearly-1500 nT around0900 8 and 9 there were very weak and narrow radiation belt proUT on thatday(off scalein Figure4b). This strongsub- jections at the SAMPEX (600-km) altitude. However, on
stormactivitywasaccompanied
by substantial
ring current January 10, with the magnetic cloud's arrival, the outer radevelopment,and Dst reached~-80 nT when IALI was a

diation zone projectionwas much broader and more intense,

maximum.Note that Dst went stronglypositiveat -0100 Note that the "collar" of bright red around the northern pole
UT on January11 whenthe solarwinddensityspikeoc- in Plate 2f was broader, more intense, and more azimuthally
curred.

completethan for any of the May 1996 days. Hencethe ra-

The bottomtwo panelsof Figure4b showthat therewas diation belts became very elevated in the Januarycase.
intensevariabilityof >50 keV electronandprotonfluxesat
The abruptnessand the strength of the radiationbelt acgeostationary
orbit duringthe cloudpassage.Thesefluxes celerationat high (near-equatorial)altitudesis clearly demwereseento changeby severalordersof magnitude,
in some onstratedin Figure 6b. These flux versusL profiles for the

cases,on timescales
of minutes.
Suchhighlyfluctuating
par- POLAR/HIST sensor (similar to Figure 6a), show the imticle intensitiesare indicativeof greatvariabilityin the mense differencein measuredpeak intensity and outer belt
magneticfield near geostationaryorbit andare also consis- widthbefore,andafter,themagnetic
cloudreached
theEarth:
tent with substantial
substorm
acceleration
of particlesin Prior to -0800 UT on January 10, peak fluxes for 1.9-2.9
the outer magnetosphere
[Reeves
et al., 1997, and references MeV electronswereat 3 _<L <_4 and were_<103electrons
therein].
"
(cm2-s-sr-MeV)
-•. By -0200 UT onJanuary
11,thepeakinIn contrastto the May 27-29 case (where little relativistensitywasat L > 4 andthe peakflux was-5 x 105electic electronaccelerationapparentlyoccurredin the outer ra-

trons(cm2-s-sr-MeV)
-•. Note also that relativisticelectrons
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were near counting backgroundsbeyond L-- 5 prior to the
cloud passagebut were extremely high even at L _>6 after
the cloud passage.
The speed and global coherenceof the electron acceleration in the January event is shown in Plate 4. The top panel
showsthe E>3 MeV electron countingrates at variousL values for the SAMPEX sensors for the period January 1-30,
1997. There were essentiallyno detectableelectrons in this
energy range prior to January 10. As the magnetic cloud
reachedEarth, the electrons jumped up in flux at a broad
range of L values (3.5 _<L _<5) almost simultaneously.The
lower panel shows line plots of POLAR/HIST, Highly-

5. Discussion

We have shown in this paper two magnetic clouds that,
superficially, seem quite similar. However, when examined
in detail, the January 1997 cloud event was much more effective at accelerating high-energy electrons.The January event
led to much stronger substormactivity and ring current developmentand it also producedmuch strongerglobal fluctuations in the geomagnetic field. These fluctuations in B
would imply a large-scaleinducedelectric field which could
accelerate further the electrons producedinitially by the
strong substormevents that occurredas the leading edge of
the
magneticcloud passedthe Earth. However, the details of
Elliptical Orbit (HEO), and LANL (geostationaryorbit) data
how such in situ acceleration
can occur have still to be
in comparableenergy rangesfor the sametime period. The
worked out.
HEO spacecraft [see Blake et al., 1997] is in a 60øFigure 8 shows a schematic summary of our inferences
inclination orbit with 7 RE apogee;it makestwo cuts
concerning
the acceleration process. For the January 1997
throughthe radiationbelts every 12 hours. All of the measurements show similar time behavior thus emphasizing the period, the radiation belts were very weak prior to the magglobal, coherent electron accelerationthat occurred.

4. Relativistic

Electron

Acceleration

Mechanism

As discussedby Rostokeret al. [1995a], large-amplitude
magneticfluctuationsthroughoutthe magnetosphere
imply a
global wave field in which dB/dt is large. Suchan induced
electric field could be effective in accelerating electrons

throughoutthe outer zone. Moreover, this could go on concurrentlyand continuallyas long as the wave field was present. The level and durationof large-amplitude,low-frequency
wave activity for the Januaryperiod was strikingly greater
than for the May period.This is illustratedin Figure 7 where
the high-pass filtered data from several CANOPUS magnetometer stationsare shown for May 27 and for January 10.
The amplitudesof the field fluctuationsare commonlya factor of 5 greater in the Januarycase. The largest amplitude
waves seen by CANOPUSon January 10 occurredbetween
~1000 and -•1130 UT. This was the approximate time that
SAMPEX andPOLAR saw the relativistic electrons suddenly
increase in flux (see Reeves et al., 1998).

A significant differencebetween the May 1996 and the
January1997 cloud periodswas the level of substormactivity producedwithin the magnetosphere
as the leading edges
of the magnetic cloudspassedthe Earth. This is clearly
shownby the very differentlevelsof AL in the two cases.As
also shownby Figures4a and 4b, the substantiallydifferent
substormactivity levels changedvery muchthe intensities

netic cloud arrival.

The relativistic

flux levels

were low and

only a small range of L values was populatedsubstantially.
When the January magnetic cloud struck the magnetosphere,
there was strong substormactivity associatedwith the leading edge (in which the IMF was strongly southward).As
shown in Figure 8b, a high-density population of magnetosphericelectronswas producedby the substormactivity and
this populationrapidly diffusedinward and was further accelerated by the strong induced electric fields of the lowfrequencywaves. Finally, and on quite a short timescale, the
entire magnetospherewas filled with high-energyelectrons.
The scenarioshown in Figure 8 is not fundamentallydifferent from the one which has previously been discussedfor
recurrent storms associated with high-speed solar wind
streams (see Figure 2). However, the January CME event
producedhigher-energy electrons much more quickly than
typically seen in stream-associatedevents. This suggests
that the January cloud somehowwas more efficient at relativistic electron production than are normal high-speed
streams.

As a first step to analyze the efficiency question,one can
easily integrate the energy input (œ)parameter discussed
above for the two cloud cases. Doing this for the entire

cloudintervalon May 27-29,onegetslœdt~2.0x1016j.
Limiting the calculationto only the southwardIMF period, this

integralequals-1.5x1016j.For the January
case,the integralfor the entirecloudis ledt- 7.0x1016j,whilefor the
southward
IMF intervalthe integralis ~5.5x1016jfor Janu-

ary 10. Thus, perhapsa bit surprisingly,the Januarycloud
was only a factor of about 3 to 4 "stronger" in total elecgeostationaryorbit. The availablequantityof suchelectrons tromagneticenergy input than the May cloud.
An obvious further issue concerning the outer zone elecin the outer magnetospherecouldplay an important role in
determiningthe ultimate flux of relativistic electrons that tron populationis what fraction of the total magnetospheric
are produced.In the picturepresented
by Bakeret al. [ 1997b], input energy gets convertedto relativistic electrons. One
there is a two-step process:First, substormactivity gener- can make a rough calculation of this "efficiency factor" as
ates a low-energy "seedpopulation" and then, in a second follows: Let us assume for calculational convenience that the
step, some portion of these substormgeneratedelectronsare outer zone is actually a toms of circular cross section. Then
further energized (see Figure 2). The new and compelling thecross-sectional
areais givenbyAz=nrr2, whererr is
evidencefrom the presentanalysisis that the secondstep of the toms (minor)radius.The volume(VT) of this toms is
the acceleration is closely associatedwith large amplitude, roughly2n rBAT, whererB is thecentral(major)tomsradial
belt of particles
low-frequency waves. As also suggestedby the work of dimensi6n.Thusthe volumeof the assumed
Blake et al. [1997], all the solar wind features must be in
isVr =2•;2rr2rB.
The geometricalquantitiesfor the Januarycloud event can
play (large, southwardIMF and relatively high speed solar
be estimated from the available particle measurements.Bewind flow) to get relativistic electron acceleration.
and time variabilities of low-to-moderate energy electrons at
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Substorm

and<n>1 = 8x10-6 cm-3 beforethe cloudpassage
and
<n>2=l
0-3 afterthecloud
passage.
Using these average relativistic electron number densities, along with the torus volumes computedpreviously, the

a.

• Electrons
number

Outer

of electrons

in the radiation

belts is estimated

from

Zone

Electrons
Acceleration

•

b.

•dB/dt

via

Effects

:':==!i•'
.............
'""'"•'""•

withNB =8.6x10
22electrons
before
thecloudpassage
and
NB=I.0xl026afterthecloudpassage.
Takingan average
electron

energy

for

this

population

of

-1

MeV

(=l.6x10-13J),

Wl=l.4x101øJ
is the relativistic electron energy content of the outer zone

Outer

before

Zone

the cloud and

W2=l.6x1013j
after the cloud passage.
Finally, to compute the relativistic electron efficiency

-,

c.

•/Relativistic
,,xx•"
Filling Outer
Electrons

ß
Outer

factor(qR), we use

Zone

Zone

w2
l•t)'

Figure 8. A schematicsummaryof the electron acceleraTakingtheintegralof œas-5x1016jfromabove,thisworks
tion and redistribution which occurred during the January
1997 CME

outtobe*li•-3.2x 10-4. Hence
theelectron
acceleration
ef-

event.

ficiency was- 0.03% in the January case. Notably, of
course, the May cloud event must have had a very much
lower (nearly negligible) accelerationefficiency.

fore the cloud passageon January8 and 9 (see Figure 6b),

onegetsrT=0.75RE andr•=3.75 RE. This gives

VT=1.08x
1028cm3.

5. Summary and Conclusions

After the cloud passage(i.e., after middayon January10), it

This paper has compared and contrasted two magnetic
cloud eventsobservedby a large number of ISTP and affiliated spacecraft.It has also used a variety of ground-based

is estimated
that rT = 2.0 RE andr• = 5.0 RE. This gives

data sets to assess the nature of the cloud's

VT=l.02x1029
cm3

interactions

with

the magnetosphere.It was found that the May 1996 magnetic cloud was not effective in accelerating high-energy
electrons in the outer radiation zone. On the other hand, the

after the cloud has interactedwith the magnetosphere.
Taking the relativistic belt electrons to be those with
mate the average particle fluxes in the torus region. Using
the measuredelectronsat various energiesto estimatethe in-

magnetic cloud event in early January 1997 was much more
effective in producinglarge flux enhancementsof relativistic
electronsthroughoutthe outer zone (L _>3.5). We observed
suchlarge differencesin "geoeffectiveness"despite the superficial similarity of the solar wind/IMF properties within

tegralenergyspectrum
as J(>E)= •cE-2, an average
flux for

the two clouds.

E>0.5 MeV, one can use POLAR/HIST and SAMPEX to esti-

E>0.5

MeV

is calculated to be

ß

We concludethat the Januarycloud had the requisitefeatures of strong southwardIMF and high enough solar wind
J(>0.5 MeV) = 2.4x105(cm2 -s)-1
speedto acceleratehigh-energy electrons. The high-density
spike following the cloud may also have played an imporon January9. By January11 we estimatea factorof >_100 tant role for the later, long-durationenhancementin January
increase to
1997. The combinationof interplanetarydrivers is generally
the same as those which result in effective

J(>0.5 MeV)= 3x107(cm2 -s)-l.

electron

accelera-

tion during high-speedsolar wind stream events. Thus any
solar disturbancethat producessuitable solar wind "input"

Sincethe electronsare moving at v-c, density can be esti-

conditions at 1 AU,

mated from

CMEs, can be very effective at enhancing the Earth's radiation belts. In particular, events that drive strong, lowfrequencywave activity clearly can accelerateelectronswith

n-J/c

whether from coronal holes, or from

BAKER ET AL.: MAGNE'IIC CLOUDS COMPARED

remarkablespeedand efficiency [Rostokeret al., 1997]. This
suggeststhat electron acceleration to high energies might
have similar causesin other (e.g., solar or astrophysical)
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